Electric Vehicles Enzed
Safe operational guidelines for the
FourStar Cruiser.

Thank you for purchasing a FourStar Cruiser. This guide will
help you with the safe use and operation of your vehicle.
Before using your vehicle, please ensure that it has been
checked and serviced in according with the manual
supplied with your vehicle.
Key points for safe use:
-Always wear a helmet during operation (bicycle type).
-Never operate the vehicle under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
-Maximum capacity of one (1) person, do not carry passengers.
-Secure all loose items in the carrying baskets at the front of the vehicle.
-Wear appropriate footwear, i.e. shoes with good grip. Avoid high heel shoes,
thongs/sandals and other loose footwear.
-Secure all loose clothing and jewellery.

Before using the vehicle:
After performing all necessary checks on the vehicle (refer to vehicle manual),
ensure that you have your helmet firmly secured and all loose clothing is secure
and footwear of a suitable nature is worn.
Before setting off, check around the vehicle for any obstructions that may hinder
the passage of the vehicle, items in or around the vehicle in front or behind it and
under the vehicle and its wheels. Ensure that the battery charger and any other
electrical cables have been disconnected and are secured away from the
vehicle.
Check your surroundings for people near the vehicle (look through 360° around
the vehicle) and alert them where necessary to clear a path for the direction of
your travel.

Operating the vehicle:
-Sit on the vehicle in a comfortable position and place both of your feet on the
foot pads (Fig. 1) and place your hands on the handlebar grips (Fig. 1 & 2).

Fig. 1: Foot pads

Fig. 2: Left Grip (with brake)

Fig. 3: Right Grip (with throttle)

-Before starting the vehicle, place your left hand on the brake lever and squeeze
to apply firm pressure on the brakes (Fig. 2).
-Turn the key to the on position by rotating in a clockwise direction, it will click into
position when turned approximately 30° (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Key switch (ignition)

-The vehicle will now be on and this will be indicated by the lights illuminated on
the throttle handle (Fig. 3).
-Select the direction of travel by pressing the forward/reverse switch in the
appropriate position (Fig. 5)
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Fig. 5: Switches

-Completely release the brake (Fig. 2) and gently and progressively roll the throttle
on towards you (Fig. 3). N.B. the brake lever has a switch in built to prevent throttle
operation whilst applied.
-The vehicle will start to move in the direction intended. Roll more throttle on to
increase the speed of travel (roll the top towards you). Avoid fast and full
application of the throttle as this will make the vehicle accelerate quickly and
can cause the rider loose safe control of the vehicle and may result in injury to the
rider or persons nearby or damage to the vehicle or surrounding property. Small,
slow progressive application will ensure maximum control and safe operation.
-To slow or stop the vehicle, roll off the throttle (the top away from you) or simply
release it as it has an automatic return spring that will return the throttle to the off
position. Gently start to apply the brake lever (left hand) and increase the amount
of pressure on the lever to increase the braking amount and reduce the vehicle
speed.
-To change direction of travel, come to a complete stop and select the direction
of travel with the forward/reverse switch (Fig. 5).
-The vehicle is also equipped with a high/low speed selector switch (Fig. 5). The
vehicle can operate with the switch in any position and can be changed whilst
the vehicle is in motion. For new and inexperienced riders, the switch should be
put into the low speed setting. This setting will limit the power of the vehicle and
govern the speed to a fast walking pace. It is strongly recommended that when
using the vehicle in areas of high pedestrian activity that the low speed is

selected. When the switch has been placed in the high setting, full power is
available and the maximum speed will be able to be achieved (approximately
15 kph). This should be only used when the rider is familiar and experienced with
the vehicle and there is no pedestrians in the immediate surroundings of the
vehicle.
-When parking, ensure that the vehicle is positioned on level ground. Apply the
brake firmly and depress the handbrake locking button on the brake assembly to
lock the brake on (Fig. 6 & 7). Turn the key to the off position (rotate anti-clockwise)
and remove from the ignition. Before walking away from the vehicle, ensure that
the handbrake is secure and the vehicle is not moving.
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Fig. 6: Handbrake off

Fig. 7: Handbrake on

Riding for safety:
The FourStar Cruiser is a great way to get around but as with any vehicle, safe
operation is the most important factor.
When riding the vehicle, be extremely cautious of your surroundings and the
environment you are in.
i.e.: slow down and be prepared to stop at any time when there are people in
the immediate vicinity of the vehicle.
Be cautious of people walking around, watch and anticipate their movements.
Being an electric vehicle, it makes little or no noise during operation and it is
strongly recommended that the indicator switch is turned on to alert people of
your presence (the indicator emits a beeping noise that will alert people of your
presence). Switching on the headlight during operation (even during the day) is
also recommended to increase the visibility of the vehicle. The indicator and light
switches are located on the left handle grip assembly.

It is strongly recommended that at least 1 (one) metre distance is kept between
any person and the vehicle at all times.
Slow down to a walking pace when making turns on the vehicle. High speed
cornering and sharp movements of the steering is dangerous and can result in the
vehicle becoming unstable and increases the possibility of the vehicle rolling over.
Always keep both hands on the hand grips for maximum control of the vehicle.
Always keep both feet on the foot pads at all times. Do not stand up on the
vehicle at any time whist the vehicle is switched on or the handbrake is not in the
locked position.
Be aware of the type of terrain that the vehicle is travelling on. Different types of
terrain will affect the handling of the vehicle and can reduce the braking
performance of the vehicle. Slow down and allow more distance for braking on
wet surfaces, grass, gravel and other surfaces.
When using on steep terrain, slow down and use the brake going down slopes to
avoid high speeds and to maintain safe control of the vehicle. Avoid zigzagging
as this can reduce stability of the vehicle, drive at a slow pace.
Slow down when going up and down surfaces that are uneven to avoid
bottoming out and damaging the vehicle. Do not ride the vehicle down or over
gutters, steps or any other uneven terrain. Only ride the vehicle on smooth terrain
for maximum stability, control and durability.
Do not operate the vehicle on public roads, it is only intended to be operated on
footpaths, private property and non-road areas. The vehicle can only be used on
the road when crossing from one non-road area to another. Be careful and slow
down when crossing roads and give way to all road vehicles.

Disclaimer.
Electric Vehicles Enzed Ltd promotes the responsible safe use and operation of the
supplied vehicle. All operation and use of the vehicle is the sole responsibility of the
owner/user. The owner/user must accept and assess all aspects of safety and
operation of this vehicle before use. Electric Vehicles Enzed Ltd accepts no
responsibility/liability for any misuse, failure to operate the vehicle in a safe manner,
negligence or carelessness as a result for operating the vehicle.
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